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ABSTRACT 
 
 

As is well known,  in the  Voigt  theory  of linear  piezoelectricity  the  electromagnetic equations 
are static  and  the  electric  and  magnetic  fields are not  coupled.   In this  approximation,  called 
quasi-static, no electromagnetic field evolves in time, and the wave behavior  of electromagnetic 
fields cannot  be described. 

 

Couplings between electromagnetic waves and acoustic waves are used in certain  ultrasonics 
applications involving piezoelectric or ferroelectric crystals and the conversion of electromagnetic 
energy into mechanical  energy and vice versa can be realized by exploiting  this coupling. 

 

The  interactions between  the  mechanical  and  electromagnetic fields in a piezoelectric  material 
can be mathematically modeled  by Voigt  constitutive equations  of linear  piezoelectricity  with 
full electromagnetic coupling,  i.e.  with  a further  linear  coupling  between  the  magnetic  vector 
and the magnetic  induction  vector. 

 

Many authors  (e.g.  [1]–[3]) have studied piezoelectric monoclinic crystals,  because several mono- 
clinic crystals  show excellent piezoelectric properties  and can be used for applications as electro- 
mechanic transducers. 

 

In  [4] we consider  full coupling  between  electromagnetic fields and  mechanical  fields in  the 
isothermal  case.  In a piezoelectromagnetic crystalline  medium  belonging  to the  class 2 of the 
monoclinic crystallographic system  we find some classes of piezoelectricity-induced electromag- 
netic  waves.  These  are time  harmonic  plane  waves propagating along the  symmetry  axis and 
depending  only  on  the  axial  coordinate.   There  are  two  independent  modes  of propagation, 
one longitudinal and one transverse, with mechanical and electromagnetical couplings.   The 
transverse mode admits  in a limit  case an electromagnetic wave with  no associated  elastic  de- 
formation. 
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